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QUESTION 1

In the following scenario, the system should avoid locking in YFSJNVENTORYJTEM until the overall availability is low
(150). 

How can this requirement be modeled in the system? 

A. Configure yfs.hotsku.lockOnlyOnLowAvailability = Y 

B. Configure yfs.skipLockInventoryitemList = Y 

C. Configure yfs.hotsku.assumeUnavailableonLockTimeout = Y 

D. Configure yfs hotsku.useAvailabilityAcrossNodes = Y 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization needs to limit the output of the getOrderDetails API for user XYZ, while keeping the original API output
intact the remaining users. The user XYZ belongs to User Group A and Team B. 

How can this be achieved using IBM Sterling Order Management security configurations? 

A. Configure a XSL file to modify the output template to limit output of getOrderDetails API and assign it to user XYZ 

B. Use API security configuration for the getOrderDetails API to limit its output and assign it to the user XYZ 

C. Use API security configuration for the getOrderDetails API to limitits output and assign it to Team B 

D. Use API security configuration for the getOrderDetails API to limit its output and assign it to User Group A 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

XYZ-CORP is an enterprise and a catalog organization that maintains items, such as processors, motherboards, and
chipsets. When an implementation professional defines the sub-catalog organizations as shown in thefollowing figure,
which statement is true? 
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A. Only XYZ-CORP is authorized to create and manage categories within the XYZ-Vendor category, such as the Perfect
category 

B. Only XYZ-CORP is authorized to create and manage categories within the XYZ- Vendor category and the XYZ-Retail
category 

C. XYZ-Retail can assign items from the Memory and Platform categories and their subcategories to its own categories 

D. XYZ-Vendor is authorized to create and manage categories within XYZ-Retail, and the XYZ-Retail is authorized to
create and manage categories within XYZ-Vendor since both are sub-catalog Organization Enterprises. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A custom API needs to be developed to evaluate the price of a given order. Different kinds of pricing model types, such
as "REGULAR", "PROMOTION". "HOLIDAY\\' and "SEASONAL" are used. 

Tipimplementation professional wants to set this up so that the custom API code does not have to invoke an API to
retrieve the pricing model type. How can this be achieved if the pricing model type that needs to be used by the custom
API should be set up as a configurable parameter? 
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A. Set up the different pricing models as Common Code Values under a Pricing Model Common Code type 

B. Configure the pricing model type to beused as an Argument for the custom API component under the Argument tabs 

C. Add an XSL translator component before the custom API component which will stamp the required pricing model
type 

D. Add a condition component before the custom API component inthe service with a condition Pricing Model equal to
the relevant pricing model type 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three of the following can be configured to be used to compute the landed cost used for cost-based optimization?
(Select three.) 

A. Transportation Cost 

B. Margin Cost 

C. Material Cost Do Handling Cost 

D. Item Cost 

E. Manufacture Cost 

Correct Answer: ADE 
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